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Trigger
In Flames

Original with Guitar C-tuning: CGD#A#FC
But you can play with standard tuning on acoustic guitar, sounds very cool

Asus2: x02200
Bsus4: x32030
Cadd9: x22452

INTRO:
Em    C   Asus2
Em    Dsus  H7

Em 
Is it dark or is it bright?
Em
What s the latest on the screen?
Em   Bsus4       Em  Cadd9

Em
Please tell me my name
Em
I haven t checked it today
Em   Bsus4       Em  Cadd9

C                  D        (G  Asus2) Em
I am running from something, I don t know
C                                          Em
I am searching for something, which way to go?
C               D   (G   Asus2) Em
I am trying to separate what s real
            C               D
I m running in a wheel

CHORUS:
       Em             Asus2      C
From green to red our days pass by
 Em            C       G        D
Waiting for a sign to tell us why
Em         Asus2   C     Em     C    G    H7
    Are we dancing all alone?

Em                 Asus2    C        Em
    Collect some stars to shine for you
      C      G            D       Em



And start today there are only a few
     Asus2   C         Em      C    G    H7
The sign of times my friend

(Everything else is the same)

Avoid infinity
Are you for real?

Em (PM)
Just scratch the surface
And you will find
Something to blame for a long lost time
D

From green to red our days pass by
Waiting for a sign to tell us why
Are we dancing all alone?
Collect some stars to shine for you
And start today there are only a few
The sign of times my friend

Just scratch the surface
And you will find
Something to blame for a long lost time

From green to red our days pass by
Waiting for a sign to tell us why
Are we dancing all alone?
Collect some stars to shine for you
And start today there are only a few
The sign of times my friend

From green to red our days pass by
Waiting for a sign to tell us why
Are we dancing all alone?
Collect some stars to shine for you
And start today there are only a few

From green to red our days pass by
Waiting for a sign to tell us why

Collect some stars to shine for you
Start today there are only a few

Have fun!

Anton Voblikov


